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AE PLAYBOOK FALL 2013
“When it's too hard for them it's just right for us!”
- MARV LEVY

IT MAY BE AUTUMN, BUT
Archie Griffin)
EVERYTHING IS GREEN AT
AE!
*NEW: THE ETC LED SOURCE FOUR
The ETC Source Four LED Studio HD
lighting fixture features the newest
technology in high-output LEDs. It has an
easy to operate user interface that can be
configured to operate under console control
or in stand-alone settings.

ARRI M18’s NOW
ON ALL PACKAGE
TRUCKS!!

AE ECO INSTA-HEAT
APPROVED BY DAVE!

The M18 is an
1800W ARRIMAX
style lens-less
lamphead. It’s as
small as a 1200W
PAR but with a 70
percent higher light
output. This makes
it brighter than a
2500W PAR. When
used with the Arri
Alexa and Red Epic cameras it often replaces the old style
4000W PAR, dramatically reducing power consumption. To top
it off, we have paired the M18’s with Power Gems 1000hz
high-speed ballasts at no additional charge.

AE is pleased to introduce an
excellent new radiant heat source to
combat the cold. The AE ECO
INSTA-HEAT is not affected by wind
or draft as it heats objects and not the
air. With a low
operating cost
of approx. 18
cents/hr., this
35K BTU
Electric heater
is a 120v single
element that
can plug into
any standard
outlet. And yes,
Dave really
does approve it!

*Coming Soon: Mole Richardson LED Fresnels - ANOTHER AE 1ST

Unplug those lights and turn off the generator!
How’s this for re-cycling? Film cameras are all but dead leaving behind a
trail of batteries that don’t work with digital cameras. So we’re
repurposing those batteries to offer up another cost effective solution in
these new Power and Light Combos. The selection of combos include the
Kino Flo Celeb 200, 1’x1’ Lite Panel or the Ring Lite. Each Combo
comes with 4 batteries (3 plus backup) and charger.
KINO FLO CELEB 200

$275/Day

1’X1’ LITE PANEL

AYEE says:

RING LITE

$225/Day

AFFILIATED EQUIPMENT INCORPORATED

$200/Day

“Stop talking about your damn
green initiatives and throw
some support behind these
products!”
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